The origin of lactate in peritumoral edema as measured by proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging.
Using in vivo proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS), which allows the measurement of metabolites of adequate tissue concentration, the origin of lactate in peritumoral edema has been assessed by comparison with lactate levels in the central and marginal areas of the tumor in 18 patients with cerebral gliomas. In the majority of cases lactate content in the area of peritumoral edema was lower than that in the tumor margin or tumor center, which is consistent with the assumption that the tumor is the source of lactate, which then reaches the surrounding area of edema by diffusion. In 3 of the 18 cases the amount of lactate in the peritumoral edematous tissue was higher than in the tumor, indicating that the lactate is locally produced on account of ischemia due to regional elevation of tissue pressure in the edematous area.